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Chapter 1. Executive Summary 

This specification provides insights into how to leverage NVIDIA GRID® virtual PC (vPC) for 
digital knowledge workers. It provides recommendations based on NVIDIA’s nVector 
knowledge worker benchmarking and cover common questions such as the following: 
 Which NVIDIA® GPU should I use for my business needs? 
 How do I select the right NVIDIA virtual GPU (vGPU) profile(s) for the types of users I will 

have? 
 What are the advantages of running NVIDIA GRID vPC versus traditional CPU only virtual 

desktop infrastructure (VDI)? 

Digital worker (a.k.a. knowledge worker) workloads will vary per user depending on many 
factors, including number of applications, the types of applications, file sizes and number of 
monitors and their resolution. This specification used the NVIDIA nVector as the testing 
framework for executing a typical knowledge worker workload which simulates application 
workflow, as well as a tool for capturing real world metrics. Since the number of monitors and 
their resolution have a direct impact on sizing, our testing to support this specification 
explored various screen resolutions and number of monitors. Tests were executed on CPU 
only VM’s as well VM’s backed by NVIDIA vGPU. 

It is recommended that you test your unique workloads to determine the best NVIDIA virtual 
GPU solution to meet your needs. The most successful customer deployments start with a 
proof of concept (POC) and are “tuned” throughout the lifecycle of the deployment. Beginning 
with a POC enables customers to understand the expectations and behavior of their users and 
optimize their deployment for the best user density while maintaining required performance 
levels. Continued maintenance is important because user behavior can change over the 
course of a project and as the role of an individual changes in the organization.  A user that 
was once a light graphics user might become a heavy graphics user when they change teams 
or are assigned a different project. Management and monitoring tools enable administrators 
and IT staff to ensure their deployment is optimized for each user. 
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1.1 About NVIDIA nVector Benchmark 
NVIDIA’s performance engineering team developed a methodology and benchmarking tool 
which simulates, at scale, a digital knowledge worker workflow. This workflow is a good 
representation of knowledge workers commonly used software applications: 
 Microsoft Word 2016 
 Microsoft Excel 2016 
 Microsoft PowerPoint 2016 
 Google Chrome web browser and video streaming 
 PDF document viewing 

These applications will perform various functions throughout the test that replicate a task that 
a real end user would perform. Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint creates new content, 
modify existing content, and move content between applications. Task within these 
applications include scrolling, zooming, menu navigation, and PDF creation. Google Chrome 
streams live video and visits interactive websites. Microsoft Edge acts as a PDF viewer. 

When running the nVector benchmark at scale, nVector randomizes Knowledge Worker (KW) 
workloads across multiple virtual machines. 

The following table shows the workflow of each user and the graph in Figure 1-1 shows 
cumulative increase in the number of users running workloads through time. Multiple users 
are tested at a time to simulate scale, with start and end times staggered to be more 
representative of real VDI environments. 

Table 1-1. Simulating Many Users and Behaviors 

User 1 User2 User 3 User 4 
Google Chrome (Video) MS Word 2016 Windows Media Player Google Chrome (Web) 

Windows Media Player Microsoft Edge (PDF) MS Word 2016 Google Chrome (Video) 

MS Word 2016 MS Excel 2016 Microsoft Edge (PDF) Windows Media Player 

Microsoft Edge (PDF) Google Chrome (Web) MS Excel 2016 MS Word (2016) 

MS Excel 2016 Google Chrome (Video) Google Chrome (Web) Microsoft Edge (PDF) 

Figure 1-1. Characteristics of NVIDIA’s Benchmarking Tool 
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1.2 What is NVIDIA GRID vPC? 
NVIDIA GRID virtual PC software enables the delivery of graphics-rich virtual desktops 
accelerated by NVIDIA graphics processing units (GPUs). NVIDIA GRID vPC enables sharing 
the same GPU across multiple virtual machines, delivering a native-PC experience to 
knowledge workers while improving user density. Because tasks typically done on the CPU are 
offloaded to the GPU, the user has a much better experience and more users can be 
supported. 

Virtual GPU profiles determine the amount of frame buffer that can be allocated to your virtual 
machine. The vGPU profiles that are supported on NVIDIA GPU’s with NVIDIA GRID software, 
are the 1B (with 1024 MB of frame buffer) and 2B (with 2048 MB of frame buffer). 

Table 1-2. NVIDIA Virtual PC Feature List 

Configuration and Deployment NVIDIA GRID vPC 

Desktop Virtualization  

Remote Desktop Session Host (RDSH) App Hosting  

RDSH Desktop Hosting  

Windows OS Support  

Linux OS Support  

GPU Pass-through Support  

Bare Metal Support  

NVIDIA Graphics Driver  

Guaranteed Quality-of-Service Scheduling  

Display NVIDIA GRID vGPU 
Maximum Hardware Rendered Display Four HD, Two 4K1, One 5K2 

Maximum Resolution 5120 × 28802 

Notes:   
1Support starts with the NVIDIA virtual GPU software March 2018 release (Version 6.0). 
25K resolution support starts with the NVIDIA virtual GPU software December 2019 release (10.0). 

 

NVIDIA GRID vPC delivers an engaging user experience for the digital workplace. Employees 
can be most productive using modern applications and work the way they want, from 
anywhere. Delivering up to 30% improved density and 3X improved latency over CPU only VDI, 
IT can cost-effectively scale virtualization to every employee with performance that rivals a 
physical PC. 
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1.3 Recommended NVIDIA GPUs for 
NVIDIA GRID vPC 

Density optimized GPUs are typically recommended for knowledge worker virtual desktop 
infrastructure to run office productivity applications, streaming video, and Windows 10. They 
are designed to maximize the number of VDI users supported in a server. 

Table 1-3. Recommended GPUs for Density and Performance 

 NVIDIA T4 NVIDIA M10 

Number of cards (Architecture) 1  
(NVIDIA Turing™) 

1  
(NVIDIA Maxwell™) 

NVIDIA® CUDA® cores 2560 640 per GPU 
2560 

Tensor Cores 320 - 

NVIDIA® TensorRT™ cores 40 - 

Memory size  16 GB GDDR6 8 GB per GPU 
32 GB GDDR5 

Form factor PCIe 3.0 single-slot PCIe 3.0 dual-slot 

Power 70 W 225 W 

Thermal Passive Passive 

Optimized for  Density and performance Density 

 

The NVIDIA T4 GPU is based on the NVIDIA Turing™ architecture. The NVIDIA M10 GPU offers 
the best user density and performance option for NVIDIA GRID vPC customers. The M10 is a 32 
GB dual-slot card which draws up to 225 W of power. Therefore, it requires a supplemental 
power connector. The T4 is a low profile, 16 GB single-slot card, which draws 70 W maximum 
and does not require a supplemental power connector. Two NVIDIA T4 GPUs provide 32 GB of 
frame buffer and support the same user density as a single M10 with 32 GB of frame buffer, 
but with lower power consumption and more performance. While the M10 provides the best 
value for knowledge worker deployments, selecting the T4 for this use case brings the unique 
benefits of the NVIDIA Turing architecture. This enables IT to maximize data center resources 
by running virtual desktops in addition to virtual workstations, deep learning inferencing, 
rendering, and other graphics and compute intensive workloads -- all leveraging the same 
data center infrastructure. This ability to run mixed workloads can increase user productivity, 
maximize utilization, and reduce costs in the data center. Additional T4 technology 
enhancements include support for VP9 decoding, which is often used for video playback, and 
H.265 (HEVC). 

The NVIDIA T4 leverages ECC memory and is enabled by default. When enabled, ECC has a 
1/15 overhead cost due to the need to use extra VRAM to store the ECC bits themselves. This 
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will result in a lower frame buffer on the vGPU compared to the physical GPU. It is important 
to resize your environment when switching from NVIDIA Maxwell GPUs to newer GPUs like 
Pascal and NVIDIA Turning GPUs. Additional information can be found here.  

The maximum number of vGPUs that can be created simultaneously on a physical GPU is 
defined by the amount of frame buffer per VM, and thus how many VMs can share that physical 
GPU. For example, an NVIDIA GPU which has 16 GB of GPU memory, can support up to 16 1B 
profiles (16 GB total with 1GB per VM). You cannot oversubscribe GPU memory and it must be 
shared equally for each physical GPU. 

The NVIDIA T4 and M10 are the recommended GPU’s for NVIDIA GRID vPC since these GPUs 
are optimized for density. The complete list of NVIDIA GPUs that support NVIDIA GRID vPC can 
be found here. 

 

 

 

https://docs.nvidia.com/grid/latest/grid-vgpu-release-notes-vmware-vsphere/index.html#total-vgpu-frame-buffer-less-than-pgpu-frame-buffer
https://docs.nvidia.com/grid/latest/grid-vgpu-user-guide/index.html#virtual-gpu-types-grid-reference
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Chapter 2. Testing Methodology 

2.1 Single VM Testing 
The first phase of testing explored the impact of higher resolution and multi-monitor 
scenarios, and the following tests were executed: 

Table 2-1. Single VM Testing 

Resolution Monitors 

High Definition (HD) 1920 × 1080 2 

Quad High Definition (QHD) 2560 × 1440 

2 

3 

4 

4K (4096 × 2160) 
1 

2 

5K (5120 × 2880) 1 

Note:  This table reflects the configurations that were not tested. These configurations are 
not our recommendations. 

 

Tests were executed on a single VM using 1B and 2B vGPU profiles to determine the most 
optimal vGPU profile based upon the nVector KW workload. Tests were executed on CPU only 
as well as vGPU enabled environments.   

2.1.1 Test Environment 
Phase one testing leveraged two physical servers with one hosting the target NVIDIA GRID vPC 
VMs and the second hosting the virtual clients. Both server hosts used VMware vSphere ESXi 
6.7.0 and NVIDIA GRID 10.1. The target VM acts as a standard GRID vPC VDI that an end user 
would connect to and the virtual client acts as an example of an endpoint that the end user 
would use to connect to the target VM. 
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Table 2-2. Testing Environment 

Host Configuration VM Configuration Virtual Client 
PowerEdge R740 Rack Server vCPU: 4 vCPU: 4 

Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 @ 2.40 GHz vRAM: 6144 MB vRAM: 4096 MB 

VMware ESXi, 6.7.0, 15160138 NIC: 1 (vmxnet3) NIC: 1 (vmxnet3) 

Number of CPUs: 40 (2 × 20) Hard disk: 40 GB Hard disk: 40 GB 

Memory: 512 GB Virtual Hardware: vmx-13 Virtual Hardware: vmx-13 

Storage: Local Flash VMware Horizon 7.9 VMware Horizon 7.9 

Power Setting: High Performance Blast Extreme (4:4:4) Blast Extreme (4:4:4) 

GPU: 6 × T4 vGPU Driver: GRID 10.1 
(Windows Driver 442.06) 

vGPU Driver: GRID 10.1 
(Windows Driver 442.06) 

Scheduling Policy: 0x00 (Best Effort) Guest OS: Windows 10 
Enterprise 1903 

Guest OS: Windows 10 
Enterprise 1903 

2.1.2 Test Metrics – Frame buffer Usage 
Frame buffer utilization is based upon many factors including application load, monitor 
configuration, and screen resolution. Since our test focuses on the impact of higher 
resolutions and multi-monitor scenarios, frame buffer utilization is a critical test metric.  

2.1.2.1 GPU Profiler 
GPU Profiler is commonly used tool which can quickly capture resource utilization while a 
workload is being executed on a virtual machine. This tool is typically used during a POC to 
help size the virtual environment to ensure acceptable user performance. GPU Profiler was 
running on a single VM with various vGPU profiles while the nVector knowledge worker 
workload was running. The following metrics were captured: 
 Frame buffer % 
 vCPU % 
 RAM % 
 Video Encode 
 Video Decode 
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Figure 2-1. GPU Profiler 

 
 

A good rule of thumb to follow is that frame buffer utilization should not exceed 90% for a 
short time or an average over 70% on the 1 GB (1B) profile. If high utilization is noted, then the 
vPC VM should be assigned a 2 GB (2B) profile. These results are reflective of the work profile 
mentioned in Section 1.1. Due to users using application in different ways we recommend 
performing your own POC with your workload. 

2.2 Scalability Testing 
Typical VDI deployments have two conflicting goals: Achieving the best possible user 
experience and maximizing user density on server hardware. Problems can arise as density is 
scaled up, because after a certain point it can negatively impact user experience. Phase two 
testing used nVector to execute tests at scale on 64 VM’s and leveraged 2 – High Definition 
(1920 × 1080) monitors. Capacity planning for the server is often dependent upon server 
resource utilization metrics as well as user experience, this phase of testing examined both 
and the following sections summarize their importance and how to analyze these metrics. 

2.2.1 Server Utilization Metrics 
Observing overall server utilization will allow you to assess the trade-offs between end user 
experience and resource utilization. To do this, monitoring tools periodically samples CPU 
core and GPU utilization during a single workload session. To determine the ‘steady state’ 
portion of the workload, samples are filtered, leaving out the times when users have all logged 
on and the workload start ramps up and down. Once steady state has been established, all 
samples are aggregated to get the total CPU core utilization on the server. 
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The utilization of the GPU compute engine, the frame buffer, the encoder, and decoder can all 
be monitored and logged through NVIDIA System Management Interface (nvidia-smi), a 
command line interface tool. In addition, NVIDIA vGPU metrics are integrated through 
management packs like VMware vRealize Operations. For our testing purposes, nVector 
automated the capture of the following server metrics. Since it is highly recommended that 
you test your unique workloads during a POC, nvidia-smi commands can run on the 
hypervisor, which will allow you to monitor GPU utilization of the physical GPU. Refer to 
Chapter 4 for further syntax information.  

2.2.2 User Experience Metrics 
NVIDIA’s nVector benchmarking tool has built-in mechanisms to measure user experience. 
The next section, “Latency Metrics” will dig deeper into how the end user experience is 
measured and how results are obtained. 

2.2.2.1 Latency Metrics 
Latency defines the response or feel of the end user when working with applications in the VDI. 
Increased latency can provide a poor experience that can include mouse cursor delay, text 
display issues when typing, and audio/video sync issues. The lower latency the better.  

Imagine that you are working on PowerPoint and adding a shape and resizing it. On the first 
attempt, this process is instantaneous. However, the second attempt is delayed by several 
seconds or is sluggish. With such inconsistency, the user tends to overshoot or have trouble 
getting the mouse in the right position. This lack of a consistent experience can be very 
frustrating. Often, it results in the user experiencing high error rates as they click too fast or 
too slow, trying to pace themselves with an unpredictable response time. NVIDIA’s nVector 
benchmarking tool measures the variation in end user latency and how frequently it is 
experienced. 

2.2.2.2 Remoted Frames Metrics 
Frame rate metrics are captured on the endpoint and provides a great metric on the possible 
end user experience. The average frame rate is captured and calculated across the simulated 
workload. A lower frame rate can cause slow response during screen fresh and stuttering 
during scrolling or zooming. The higher frame rate the better. 

Remoted frames are a common measure of user experience. For the entire duration of the 
workload, NVIDIA’s nVector benchmarking tool collects data on the ‘frames per second’ 
provided by the remote protocol vendor. The tool then tallies the data for all VDI sessions to 
get the total number of frames remoted for all users. Hypervisor vendors likewise measure 
total remoted frames as an in indicator of quality of user experience. The greater this number, 
the more fluid the user experience. 
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2.2.2.3 Image Quality 
Image quality is determined by the remoting protocol, configuration of VDI environment, and 
endpoint capability of the end point. For this sizing guide the protocol used is VMware Blast 
Extreme with High Color Accuracy (HCA) YUV444. HCA no longer removes any chroma 
information from images and provides a much better image quality. 

NVIDIA’s nVector benchmarking tool uses a lightweight agent on the VDI desktop and the 
client to measure image quality. These agents take multiple screen captures on the VDI 
desktop and on the thin client to compare later. The structural similarity (SSIM) of the screen 
capture taken on the client is computed by comparing it to the one taken on the VDI desktop. 
When the two images are similar, the heatmap will reflect more colors above the spectrum 
shown on its right with an SSIM value closer to 1.0 (Figure 2-2). As the images become less 
similar, the heatmap will reflect more colors down the spectrum with a value less than 1.0. 
More than a hundred pairs of images across an entire set of user sessions is obtained. The 
average SSIM index of all pairs of images is computed to provide the overall remote session 
quality for the entire population of all users. The threshold SSIM value is 0.98, scores which 
are above 0.98 indicate good image quality with 1.0 being perfect. 

Figure 2-2. SSIM as Measure of Image Density 
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Chapter 3. Test Findings 

3.1 Single VM Multi-Monitor Resolution 
Test Results 

The following table summarizes the results of Phase 1 testing where we explored the impact 
on frame buffer (FB) for higher resolution and multi-monitor scenarios based upon the 
nVector KW workload. As monitor resolutions continue to increase, more pixels are being 
delivered to the screen. As a result, the frame buffer usage in a virtual environment increases.  
While HD (1920 × 1080) is currently the most common resolution, an increasing number of 
devices are being released with higher resolution screens.    

Table 3-1. nVector Knowledge Worker Workload Test Results 

Resolution Monitors vGPU Profile 

High Definition (1920 × 1080) 2 1B 

Quad High Definition (2560 × 1440) 

2 2B 

3 2B 

4 2B 

4K (4096 × 2160) 
1 2B 

2 2B 

5K (5120 × 2880) 1 2B 

Note: Based upon benchmark testing, test your own workloads to ensure FB sizing is appropriate for your 
users. 

 

Knowledge worker workloads will vary per user depending on many factors, including number 
of applications, the types of applications, file sizes and number of monitors and their 
resolution. Additional monitor and resolution support, including mixed displays, can be found 
here. It is highly recommended that you test your own workloads during a POC since mileage 
may vary. Our nVector test results should be used for guidance purposes only.   

The results of Phase 1 frame buffer analysis are used for sizing purposes and since the 
maximum number of vGPUs which can then be created (and then assigned to a VM) is defined 

https://docs.nvidia.com/grid/10.0/grid-vgpu-user-guide/index.html#virtual-gpu-display-resolution-handling
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by the amount of GPU memory per VM. The following sections describe the frame buffer usage 
captured on the VM for nVector KW workload. 

3.1.1 High Definition (1920 × 1080) Displays  
When the number of monitors were increased, more pixels are being delivered to the screen. 
Our nVector KW workload reported an average of 15% increase of FB usage when monitors 
were increased from 1 to 2. Our nVector test results illustrate the vPC 1B profile size was able 
to support 2 high definition monitors when executing the nVector KW workload. The following 
figure illustrate the frame buffer usage while KW workload executed using dual high definition 
monitors: 

Figure 3-1. Frame Buffer Usage with Dual High Definition Monitors 

 
 

3.1.2 Quad High Definition (2560 × 1440) Displays 
Quad High Definition (2560 × 1440) resolution tests were executed using 2, 3, and 4 monitors. 
Quad high definition has almost double as many pixels as HD, therefore FB requirements for 
Quad High Definition monitors are greater than HD. Overall, our nVector test results for KW 
workload illustrates that 2B profile was sufficient for 2  – Quad High Definition monitors. When 
monitors were increased from 2 to 3 there was a 15% increase of FB usage. With this in mind, 
the 2B profile provided the most adequate amount of FB for 3 and 4 Quad High Definition 
monitors. The following sections describes our test findings. 
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3.1.2.1 Dual QHD Monitor Test Results 
The following figure illustrates the frame buffer usage captured while executing the nVector 
KW workload on dual quad high definition monitors.  

Figure 3-2. Frame Buffer Usage with Dual Quad High Definition Monitors 

 
 

3.1.2.2 Triple QHD Monitor Test Results 
The following figure illustrates impact on frame buffer when monitors are increased from 2 to 
3 monitors in separate nVector KW workload tests. The FB usage of the 1B profile increased 
past 90% frequently throughout the test, indicating that user experience may be impacted. 
With this in mind, the 2B profile would be the correct vGPU profile for our nVector KW 
workflow.   
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Figure 3-3. Frame Buffer Usage with Triple Quad High Definition Monitors 

 
 

3.1.2.3 Quad QHD Monitor Test Results 
Using the knowledge gained from our testing of 3 monitors, the 4-monitor testing used the 2B 
profile. The following figure illustrates FB usage when we increased the vGPU profile to 2B 
and ran 4 monitors: 

Figure 3-4. 2B vGPU Profile with 4 Monitors Frame Buffer Usage 
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3.1.3 4K (4096 × 2160) Displays 
Tests were executed using a single 4K monitor as well as dual 4K monitor. The test results 
using nVector KW workload illustrated that a 1B vGPU profile for a single 4K monitor was 
sufficient. However, it certainly utilized the FB and in certain cases a 2B profile may be 
justified. Based upon this information, when the number of monitors were increased to 2 - 4K 
monitors, the 2B profile was best suited for the nVector KW workload.   

3.1.3.1 Single 4K Monitor Test Results 
The following figure illustrates the FB usage of the nVector KW workload using the 2B profile.  

Figure 3-5. nVector KW Workload using 2B Profile Frame Buffer Usage  

 
 

3.1.3.2 Dual 4K Monitor Test Results 
Using the knowledge gained from our single 4K monitor test, the dual 4K monitor testing used 
the 2B profile. The following figure illustrates FB usage when we increased the vGPU profile to 
2B and used 2 monitors while executed the nVector KW workload. 
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Figure 3-6. Increased vGPU Profile to 2B with two Monitors Frame Buffer 
Usage 

 
 

3.1.4 5K (5120 × 2880) Display   
NVIDIA GRID vPC supports only a single 5K monitor and for our nVector KW workload, the 2B 
vGPU profile was chosen based upon the known FB requirements of 5K resolution. 5K displays 
have a resolution of about 7x’s the number of pixels than high definition displays (1920 × 1080). 
The following figure illustrates FB Usage for the nVector KW workload. 
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Figure 3-7. Frame Buffer Usage for nVector KW Workload  

 

3.2 Phase 2:  Multi-Monitor Resolution 
Scalability Test Results 

Running a single VM on a large environment does not allow you to capture the usage of a 
production environment. Since full HD is currently the most common resolution, the results of 
our scalability testing within this specification focuses on dual high definition (1920 × 1080) 
monitors. Phase 2 testing used the results of Phase 1 testing, where it was concluded that for 
the nVector KW workload, the 1B profile was sufficient for dual high definition monitors. It is 
highly recommended that you test your own workloads during a POC since mileage may vary. 
Our nVector test results should be used for guidance purposes only.   

For the purpose of our testing, the scale was configured for 64 VMs on the ESXi host. For 
further insight regarding the increased VDI density when comparing CPU-only to NVIDIA vPC, 
we also ran 32 VM’s scalability tests.  

The following table summarizes the multi-monitor high resolution test environment as well as 
how many NVIDIA GPU’s were used for each scalability test. 

Table 3-2. Multi-Monitor High Resolution Test Environment 

# of VMs at 
Scale 

# of NVIDIA GRID 
Cards 

vGPU 
Profile 

Monitor 
Resolution # of Monitors 

64 2 M10-1B 1920 × 1080 2 

32 1 M10-1B 1920 × 1080 2 
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During this process, the benchmark was used to execute various nVector KW workflows 
across multiple VMs with start and end times staggered across the environment. Tests were 
executed on CPU only VMs as well as vGPU VM’s. The following section illustrates CPU only 
versus vGPU Server Metrics as well as user experience test results for the nVector KW 
workflow. 

3.2.1 Server Utilization Metrics 
Choosing the correct CPU for virtualization and proper configuration can have a direct effect 
on scalability even when a virtual GPU is present. Processor resources are often hyper-
threaded and overprovisioned to a certain degree. In terms of CPU specs, you should evaluate 
the number of cores and clock speed. For our testing, we choose to test on two different CPU 
configurations and by doing so, our test results illustrate that scalability for vPC is often 
dependent what CPU configuration you choose for your deployment. The following section 
describe our test findings when using 64 VMs: 

The following figure illustrates CPU Core utilization using Intel Xeon Gold 6154 CPU at 3.0 GHz 
for 64 VMs. This server configuration has 36 cores with hyperthreading enabled. 

Figure 3-8. Intel Xeon Gold 6154 Utilization 

 
 

It is also important to note, GPU utilization rates illustrated in Figure 3-8 indicates there is not 
a GPU bottleneck. Meaning, the server has plenty of head room within the GPU compute 
engine. GPU Util time is being reported by averaging utilization across the two M10 GPUs in 
the server.   
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The following figure illustrates CPU Core utilization using Intel Xeon Gold 6140 CPU at 2.3 GHz 
for 64 VM’s. This server configuration has 36 cores with hyperthreading enabled. During the 
peak test execution, CPU Core Util Time reached 100% therefore the server is doing more than 
what it has capacity for. Since this server has the same GPU as the 6154 CPU Server, as 
expected, GPU utilization shows there is not a GPU bottleneck.   

Figure 3-9. Intel Xeon Gold 6140 Utilization 

 
 

3.2.1.1 Reduced CPU and increased VDI density 
When introducing a NVIDIA vGPU into the environment, virtual systems will no longer rely 
solely on CPU for graphics processing. Systems without a GPU have higher overall CPU usage 
due to the additional GPU requirements in Windows 10 and other applications. With this in 
mind, the 64 VM vPC test results illustrated that if a bottleneck was to occur in the system, it 
would be CPU not GPU. Therefore, we ran a 32 VM test to illustrate increased VDI density 
when comparing vPC to a CPU-only VDI environment. 

The chart in Figure 3-10 compares CPU Core Utilization while executing the nVector KW 
workload for CPU-only VM’s and NVIDIA GRID vPC. There is a consistent gap in server CPU 
utilization when comparing the two, which averages 15%. This results in a net decrease in CPU 
usage while applications and users are active. 
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Figure 3-10. CPU Core Utilization on ESXi Host 

 
 

To further illustrate the importance of NVIDIA GRID vPC and value of reducing CPU usage, we 
ran a 24 VM CPU-only test using the nVector KW workload. The following figure illustrates the 
CPU Core Utilization rates for both CPU-only and NVIDIA GRID vPC VMs. 

Figure 3-11. CPU Core Utilization on ESXi Host 
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When the number of CPU-only VMs were lowered to 24, the CPU utilization rate dropped to the 
level of 32 GPU-enabled VMs .This means you can support up to 33% more users on GPU-
enabled VDI environment with a better user experience. 

3.2.2 nVector User Experience Metrics 
To further assess the trade-offs between end user experience and resource utilization, we 
used NVIDIA nVector built-in mechanisms to measure user experience. The following sections 
describe our findings for the nVector KW workload. 

3.2.2.1 Frame Rate  
The nVector benchmark tool captures frame rate which provides a great metric in determining 
the end user experience. Providing a consist and high frame rate can lead to a smoother 
experience for the user, while an inconsistent frame rate will create a less than acceptable 
experience.  

The following figure illustrates the frame rate differences for dual high definition 1920 × 1080 
monitors while running the nVector KW workload. The average frame rates were 1.3×’s more 
using NVIDIA GRID vPC than CPU only.   

Figure 3-12. Frame Rate 
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3.2.2.2 Latency Metrics 
Another important metric captured by the nVector benchmark tool is latency or in this case 
end user latency. Latency can affect thing such as mouse speed, characters showing up on the 
screen behind what is typed, and poor video playback.  

The following figure illustrates end user latency for dual high definition 1920 × 1080 monitors 
while running the nVector KW workload. User latency was 50% less using NVIDIA GRID vPC 
when compared to CPU-only VMs. 

Figure 3-13. End User Latency 

 
 

3.2.2.3 Image Quality 
The nVector benchmark tool calculates image quality and it is determined by the remoting 
protocol, the configuration, and policies set in the VDI environment (refer to Appendix A 
regarding the configuration used within our testing). Poor image quality, under .90, can cause 
issues with text display, line sharpness, and other graphical issues. 

Our nVector testing illustrates that GPU-accelerated VMs deliver uncompromised image 
quality as SSIM of the screen capture using dual high definition 1920 × 1080 monitors. Both 
CPU only and NVIDIA GRID vPC reported higher than the 0.90 threshold. 
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Figure 3-14. Image Quality 
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Chapter 4. Deployment Best Practices 

4.1 Run a Proof of Concept 
The most successful deployments are those that balance user density (scalability) with quality 
user experience. This is achieved when NVIDIA GRID vPC virtual machines are used in 
production while objective measurements and subjective feedback from end users is gathered. 

Table 4-1. Proof of Concept 

Objective Measurements Subjective Feedback 
Loading time of application Overall user experience 

Loading time of dataset Application performance 

Utilization (CPU, GPU, network) Zooming and panning experience 

4.2 Leverage Management and 
Monitoring Tools 

NVIDIA GRID vPC on NVIDIA GPUs provides extensive monitoring features enabling IT to better 
understand usage of the various engines of an NVIDIA GPU. The utilization of the compute 
engine, the frame buffer, the encoder, and decoder can all be monitored and logged through a 
command line interface tool nvidia-smi, accessed on the hypervisor or within the virtual 
machine. In addition, NVIDIA vGPU metrics are integrated with Windows Performance Monitor 
(PerfMon) and through management packs like VMware vRealize Operations.  

To identify bottlenecks of individual end users or of the physical GPU serving multiple end 
users, execute the following nvidia-smi commands on the hypervisor.  

Virtual Machine Frame Buffer Utilization: 
nvidia-smi vgpu -q -l 5 | grep -e "VM ID" -e "VM Name" -e "Total" -e "Used" 
-e "Free" 

Virtual Machine GPU, Encoder and Decoder Utilization: 
nvidia-smi vgpu -q -l 5 | grep -e "VM ID" -e "VM Name" -e "Utilization" -e 
"Gpu" -e "Encoder" -e "Decoder" 
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Physical GPU, Encoder and Decoder Utilization: 
nvidia-smi -q -d UTILIZATION -l 5 | grep -v -e "Duration" -e "Number" -e 
"Max" -e "Min" -e "Avg" -e "Memory" -e "ENC" -e "DEC" -e "Samples" 

4.3 Understand Your Users 
Another benefit of performing a POC prior to deployment is that it enables more accurate 
categorization of user behavior and GPU requirements for each virtual workstation. 
Customers often segment their end users into user types for each application and bundle 
similar user types on a host. Light users can be supported on a smaller GPU and smaller 
profile size while heavy users require more GPU resources, a large profile size and, may be 
best supported on an upgraded vGPU license like NVIDIA® Quadro® Virtual Data Center 
Workstation (Quadro vDWS). 

4.4 Use Benchmark Testing 
Benchmarks like nVector can be used to help size a deployment but they have some 
limitations. The nVector benchmarks simulate peak workloads, when there is the highest 
demand for GPU resources across all virtual machines. The benchmark does not account for 
the times when the system is not fully utilized, for which hypervisors, and the best effort 
scheduling policy can leverage to achieve higher user densities with consistent performance.  

The graphic in Figure 4-1 demonstrates how workflows processed by end users are typically 
interactive, which means there are multiple short idle breaks when users require less 
performance and resources from the hypervisor and NVIDIA vGPU. The degree to which higher 
scalability is achieved is dependent on the typical day to day activities of your users, such as 
the number of meetings and the length of lunch or breaks, multi-tasking, etc. It is 
recommended to test and validate to meet the needs of your users. 

Figure 4-1. Benchmark Testing 
 

 

Benchmark Testing Typical End User 
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NVIDIA used the nVector benchmarking engine to conduct vGPU testing at scale. This 
benchmarking engine automates the testing process from provisioning virtual machines, 
establishing remote connections, executing KW workflow, and analyzing the results across all 
virtual machines. Test results shown in this specification are based on the nVector KW 
benchmarks which was running in parallel on all virtual machines with metrics averaged. 

4.5 Understanding the GPU Scheduler 
NVIDIA GRID vPC provides three GPU scheduling options to accommodate a variety of QoS 
requirements of customers. Additional information regarding GPU scheduling can be found 
here. 
 Fixed share scheduling always guarantees the same dedicated quality of service.  
 Best effort scheduling provides consistent performance at a higher scale and therefore 

reduces the TCO per user. 
 Equal share scheduling provides equal GPU resources to each running VM. As vGPUs are 

added or removed, the share of GPU processing cycles allocated changes, accordingly, 
resulting in performance to increase when utilization is low, and decrease when utilization 
is high.   

 

 

https://docs.nvidia.com/grid/latest/grid-vgpu-user-guide/index.html#changing-vgpu-scheduling-policy
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Chapter 5. Summary 

When sizing an NVIDIA GRID vPC deployment for Knowledge Workers, NVIDIA recommends 
conducting a POC and fully analyzing resource utilization using objective measurements and 
subjective feedback. The best effort scheduler option is recommended for enterprise 
deployments, and user density will be dependent on the hardware configuration and user 
types.  

To see how you can virtualize Digital Knowledge Worker workloads using NVIDIA GRID vPC 
software, try it for free. Learn more about NVIDIA GRID vPC here. 

 

 

https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/design-visualization/vmware/free-trial/
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Appendix A. Frame Buffer Utilization 
Master List 

Workload 
NVIDIA GRID 

Card Resolution Monitors 
Peak FB 
Usage 

Average FB 
Usage 

Idle FB 
Usage 

vPC M10-1B Profile – 1 GB of Frame Buffer 

Knowledge M10 1920x1080 
1 68% 

(696 MB) 
50.62% 

(518 MB) 
28% 

(287 MB) 

Knowledge M10 1920x1080 
2 69.67% 

(714 MB) 
52.86% 

(541 MB) 
40% 

(410 MB) 

vPC T4-1B Profile – 1 GB of Frame Buffer 

Knowledge T4 1920x1080 
1 74% 

(758 MB) 
61.37% 

(628 MB) 
47% 

(481 MB) 

Knowledge T4 1920x1080 
2 

90% 
(922 MB) 

76.07% 
(779 MB) 

65% 
(666 MB) 

Knowledge T4 
2560x1440 

(QHD) 
2 

97.3% 
(996 MB) 

84.06% 
(861 MB) 

77% 
(788 MB) 

vPC T4-2B Profile – 2 GB of Frame Buffer 

Knowledge T4 
2560x1440 

(QHD) 
2 

68% 
(1,393 MB) 

53.93% 
(1,104 MB) 

42% 
(860 MB) 

Knowledge T4 
2560x1440 

(QHD) 
3 

88% 
(1,802 MB) 

77.33% 
(1,583 MB) 

53% 
(1,085 MB) 

Knowledge T4 
2560x1440 

(QHD) 
4 

97% 
(1,987 MB) 

75.95% 
(1,556 MB) 

65% 
(1,331 MB) 

Knowledge T4 4096x2160 (4K) 
1 

82.33% 
(1,686 MB) 

59.96% 
(1,228 MB) 

37% 
(756 MB) 

Knowledge T4 4096x2160 (4K) 
2 95% 

(1,946 MB) 
77.08% 

(1,579 MB) 
58% 

(1,188 MB) 

Knowledge T4 5120x2880 (5K) 
1 96% 

(1,966 MB) 
71.52% 

(1,465 MB) 
39% 

(799 MB) 
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